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OSMO – Projects for ThyssenKrupp

Projects

and orders.

Reduction of sulfate and emission of nitrates
Presentation of current
projects and orders of
the group's companies.

A second major OSMO project is also dealing
with a reduction of the emission of nitrates, however in a neutral medium. The preparation of the
nitric waste water, which is generated in the chemical industry, occurs via a multi-level reversing osmosis.
The last stage of the plant (high-pressure stage)
works with different pressure capacities up to 120
bar. This stage was delivered at the end of March
2005 (picture 2) and will commence its operation
in June this year.

PICTURE 2: High-pressure reversing osmosis for the preparation of nitric acid waste waters

proudly presents

High-pressure reversing osmosis
in the chemical industry

PICTURE 1: Electric dialysis plant at Thyssen Krupp Nirosta

Electric dialysis plant
at Thyssen Krupp Nirosta
About 2 tons of nitrate are removed during the
dialysis from the sewage of the existing acid regeneration. It is then transported back in form of ni-

tric acid into the caustic line. The plant was taken
into operation at the end of 2004 and has been
working since then to the customer's greatest satisfaction (picture 1).
In comparison to the prototype, which was taken
into operation in Sweden in 2001, the lifetime of
the anodes could be doubled and thus the plant's
costs could be reduced due to the plant's technical
improvements.
In addition, OSMSO is working on a complementary operation with which – in combination
with the electric dialysis –a total regeneration of the
consumed pickle is necessary. For this reason, a, a
research project has started at OSMO since the beginning of April.

KRESTA at Stora Enso in Sweden
Chilling coldness and reindeer-cough sirup
The KRESTA mechancis, who were assigned for
a Stora Enso project in Sweden in winter, can tell
all about the often quoted “adventure work”. 23
tanks in the dimension of 20 to 4,000 m3 were
delivered and erected under the supervision of
project manager Brenner Edwin and the construction supervisors Weber Ehrenfried and
Marschnig Harald for the customer Stora Enso in
Kvarnsveden. This Swedish company is located
250 km north of Stockholm. The tanks and towers respectively, with a total weight of 750 tons
were partly pre-manufactured and assembled at
the KRESTA production plant and then transported by numerous trucks to the Swedish construction site.
A speciality was the combined deviation of the
upper part (85 tons) with the lower part of the
stack tower of 4,000 m3. For this assembling, an
extremely expensive special tracklaying-crane
had to be rented because of the erection and
space conditions.

Erection at minus 30 degrees
Celcius
The tanks which were mainly placed outside,
had to be erected by the “weather-proof” KRESTA
mechanics at temperatures of -30 º C (!) during day
and night shifts. The crew was forced to exchange
the conventional central-European mechanics
clothes with suitable Scandinavian ones already after few days on the “chilling front”.
Whoever did not take his angora-underwear to
the construction site, had to stock up on site with
warm clothes, such as warm lined gloves, work
boots and special thermo-underwear, jackets,
caps, and so forth.
The adaption of each parts and materials (St
and VA) was difficult. They had to be fred from
snow and ice daily caused by the weather. The
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Being in the
front line.

Reports directly from the

welding works could only be done after a prewarming up of the material with a bundle burner
which was very time-consuming. Erection tents
had to be built at the welding places because of
snow storms and squalls in order to guarantee the
weld seam's quality.

The cold was cured with Austrian “schnapps
tea” and sweating cure within couple of days only. We see: The good old remedies are still the
most efficient ones ...

reindeer-cough sirup and other
medicines

KRESTA will be finishing its project Stora Enso
Kvarnsveden at the end of July 2005. Start-up and
paper production are planned to commence in November this year.

Project completion

The most difficult situation can be overcome only with endurance and the right portion of humour.
The following story at the construction site
Kvarnsveden is an example: It did not
take long until one of the mechanics
came down with the first cold and subsequently with flue due to the Siberian
conditions. Since it is very difficult to
obtain some medicine in Sweden, the
only doctor in this region had to be
consulted in order to get a remedy.
After a short checkup, the mechanic only received a cough sirup whose
package insert was in Swedish, of
course. After taken the medication
with confidence, he hoped that his
medical condition would thus be
soothed. The cure was probably too
strong, because the mechanic suddenly felt a palsy after couple of hours
he had taken the remedy. The KRESTAmechanic had stopped taking the
medicine immediately and asked himself the question whether he went to a
vet who prescribed him a reindeercough sirup...
Well, in such situations the alpine
patriotism is remembered very well:
The sick mechanic for the right medication to be sent by courier from AusKRESTA tank with a total weight of 750 tons
tria.

construction sites.

on site

OSMO Membrane Systems presented its products and services at the IFAT (International trade fair
for water-waste water -garbage-recycling) in Munich at the end of May.
The main focus this year was the reduction of sulfate and emission of nitrates from the most diverse
industrial areas. Exemplary are two current projects
at Thyssen-Krupp:

